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The software & Oshi Casino Australia website in
detail
For the implementation of Oshi Casino, N1 Interactive relies on the so-called white label solution, just as it does
for its other portals. This means nothing other than that it is a turnkey online casino that has been set up
according to the company's wishes, including all games, the software for payments and customer management.
In the case of Oshi Casino, the underpinnings come from SoftSwiss. In my Oshi Casino test, there were no
technical problems whatsoever, so once again N1 Interactive has made a good choice.

You will be greeted by the lucky cat right on the start page. She is always at your side and waves at you, but
seems relatively discrete and reserved. In my opinion, this is a good thing, because otherwise the mascot
would get on your nerves a bit. The gambling portal is dominated by the colors, red, yellow/gold and purple, on
a white background. This creates a good contrast and the portal makes a bright and friendly impression.

The payout ratios in my Oshi Casino experience

The first thing we noticed here is that the provider does not provide any information about the payout ratios.
There is neither a logo nor a certificate from an independent testing organization like eCOGRA or iTechLabs, but
this does not mean that the software is not subjected to any tests. In the FAQ section, oshi online casino points
out that it is in its own interest to offer the highest possible payout odds that are fair and independently
verified.

My Oshi Casino experience with the payout ratios have been respectable. There are always games with lower
payout rates, but in return there are also titles with very high odds. In general, we can state: The RTP values
are on average very high with over 96%. Certainly, there are no top values everywhere, but there are no odds
that indicate that the chances of winning are low.

It would be pleasing if the provider would decide to transparently disclose the RTPs of the games through a test
certificate and thus also the average payout ratio of the portal. But here, N1 Interactive goes the same way as
with all its portals. However, this does not mean that rip-offs and fraud are on the cards here, because the
fairness of the games is also ensured by the requirements of the MGA.

Over 3,100 Oshi Casino games provide chances to win

Without question, the existing game portfolio is praiseworthy, which contains over 3,100 entertaining games,
so that the adrenaline kick is delivered here inclusive. According to my Oshi Casino experience, the biggest part
of the game selection is made up of slot machine classics as well as modern video slots and slot games with
progressive jackpots.

Furthermore, classics such as blackjack, roulette, baccarat, etc. are available in several versions. You can also
find special games such as Spanish Blackjack Gold. The selection of casino games is rounded off by Video
Poker, MahJong and Scratchcards. But the ultimate casino experience can be had at Oshi Live Casino, provided
by market leader Evolution Gaming.

The Live Oshi online Casino - pure adrenaline here
In our Oshi Casino review, a word simply has to be said about the Live Casino, because here you will meet the
undisputed number: Evolution Gaming. The range of games is supplemented by NetEnt Live. The selection here
is overwhelming and so everyone should find the table that suits their gaming behavior and requirements.
Besides live roulette, you can play blackjack in many variants, like baccarat and poker.

Of course, the entertainment games such as Deal or No Deal and Dream Catcher are not missing, which enjoy
great popularity among players. For the soccer fans, there is even Football Studio, a simple card game that
promises absolute variety.

Oshi Casino scores well with the deposit bonus and free spins
points

Since Oshi Casino is a very young casino, there are logically no awards or accolades yet. However, I would like
to praise it, because the portal offers award-winning games for its players. Oshi Casino also scores points with
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the oshi casino bonus offers for existing customers, in addition to its fair and lucrative bonus for new
customers. Because here there are reload bonuses, weekend bonus offers and much more. In addition,
tournaments are offered. 

Even the VIP program does not have to hide. Starting with your first deposit, you will be rewarded and quickly
reach the next level depending on your playing or betting behavior. Each level offers you special offers and
benefits, but it would go beyond the scope if I were to go into that now.

Oshi Casino Conclusion: An outstanding game portfolio
Above all, the outstanding game portfolio of well over 3000 games blew me away during my Oshi Casino test.
For a new online casino, this is a more than impressive selection. In addition to top titles, you will find classics
and each game comes from the best manufacturers on the market. This guarantees that you won't get bored.
It is a pity that the provider has decided not to communicate the payout ratios transparently. However, this is
not an indication of fraud or rip-off.

I particularly liked the presentation of the portal. The design is appealing and is combined with a high level of
user-friendliness. The mobile version is also convincing. Finally, the valuable AU license of the MGA ensures
safe and fair play at all times. In summary, I can say that my Oshi Casino review is very positive.


